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2020 is currently being touted in the 
media as the year that time should 
forget, with one American TV satirist 
building an enormous scaffolded 
2020 sign and blowing it up with high 
explosives!

Of course, we have been through 
some very tough times and there is 
no disputing that, but we have also 
grown in lifelong resilience as we have 
faced each challenge and somehow 
managed to keep the momentum 
up in our children’s education. My 
message during assemblies recently 
has been: “When you struggle, don’t 
get stressed. When you get stuck: 
celebrate!” Why? Because when 
you are stuck and struggling, you 
are always on the verge of learning 
something new. 

Let’s be frank: 2020 has been quite 
a year of realising the depth of our 
resilience and discovering just how 
far our personal strengths can take 
us. Above all, we have all been 
reminded of the importance of 
teamwork and family support. At the 
end of my previous letter, sent out to 
you in July, it was our ambition for 
the School simply to be open fully 
on September 1st 2020; but, staying 
open through the whole Autumn term 
feels like a big win for us all; therefore, 

keeping everything in perspective, 
there has still been so much to 
celebrate, not least keeping some 
sense of normality for our children! I 
am especially pleased that we have 
not used current circumstances as 
an excuse to lower our standards 
and expectations. We have all been 
valuing and finding pleasure in the 
everyday rhythms of School routines 
and there has been a lot of creativity 
in finding new ways of enjoying life 
together. In fact, as I look out of my 
window at this moment of writing, 
there is much fun and excitement 
with: Christmas Jumper Day in full 
effect; preparations for our festive 
lunch; excitement over Secret Santa 
and Form Parties, not to mention 
our Christmas Carol Service, which 
we can all participate in virtually this 
year. The link for the Carol service 
is: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2oSsWkWkpHw&feature= 
youtu.be and for the order of service:  
h t t p s : / / w w w . f l i p s n a c k .
com/59DCAE5569B/ewell-castle-
school-order-of-service-9-lessons-
and-carols.html

With pupils and staff isolating at 
various times this term, and with the 
added bonus of an electrical outage 
in the Senior School, we nevertheless 
kept on dauntlessly moving forwards:

• We started the onboarding of Bring 
Your Own Device (BYOD) with a 
clear plan in place for September 
2021 in the Prep School (more 
news to follow) and Senior School

• A full review of assessment and 
reporting arrangements to parents 
is well underway

• Virtual Parents’ Evenings have now 
been trialled on three occasions at 
the Senior School

• The first virtual Parents’ 
Ambassador meeting went well

• Governors’ meetings are now a 
mixed economy of real and virtual, 
and two additional extraordinary 
meetings this year to boot

• The PTA continued their efforts 
with virtual events, including the 
popular Christmas raffle, and 
made sure that everyone was 
sent some festive chocolate 
treats – huge thanks to all our PTA 
volunteers and to our Chair, Emma 
Mitchell

• Year 11 pupils enjoyed revision 
sessions from Elevate and many 
will attend revision Master-classes 
next week

• Our partnership with 7billionideas 
continued apace with live and 
virtual sessions for Realising 
Potential and Unleashing Potential 

• Following on from the School’s 
high-profile participation in Black 
History Month this October, work 
is gathering momentum behind 
the scenes as we continue in our 
efforts around racial diversity and 
inclusion for “decolonising” our 
curriculum

• Despite a dearth of volunteering 
opportunities for our D of E 
candidates, a number have begun 
improving our local environment 
by planting Spring bulbs

• Saturday sport was able to 
continue, even during Lockdown, 
with the benefits to wellbeing plain 
for all to see – and the breakfast 
baguettes were pretty good too!

• At the Prep, Forest School 
provision was enhanced so that 
many children had wonderful 
creative experiences with outdoor 
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learning, and there was much fun 
to be had with mufti days and Odd 
Sock Day, to name but a few - Ms 
Bradshaw will say far more in her 
letter to you, no doubt

• As well as the Movember initiative, 
Mufti days and Food Bank Appeal, 
Alex Banfield in Y7 completed a 
10km run/walk to raise money for 
the Young Minds Trust which helps 
with children’s mental health, 
helping them cope throughout 
life - as it stands, they have raised 
£2,455! 

Even in these strange times, School 
and personal lives continue apace 
and I would like to update you 
on some staff news.  A number 
of colleagues have successfully 
completed additional qualifications 
and I would like to recognise the 
hard work and commitment that 
this has involved for Mrs Carter, 
Ms Moors, Mrs Owen and Mrs V 
Hernandez.   I am sure you will join 
me in congratulating the new Mrs 
Lloyd-Cook on her marriage during 
half-term and Mr Short and Miss 
Garrod who both became engaged 
to their respective fiancées at half-
term.

Since September, we have welcomed 
a number of new and returning 
colleagues to the Ewell Castle family.  
Ms Forrest joined as Prep School 
Learning Support Assistant and 
Miss Way has come back to support 
children in Nursery and Reception.  
At the Senior School, Miss Earthrowl 
is the new part-time Teacher of 
Geography, Miss Harris joined as 
Saturday Sports Coach and Mrs 
Sims has become Learning Support 
Administrator and Hub Supervisor 
from the beginning of December.  
Mrs Greensmith will now take on the 
enhanced role of Emotional Literacy 
Support Assistant (ELSA). We have 
enjoyed having Mrs Conibear back 
in School in the Learning Support 
Department while Ms Bryce and Mr 
Hall are providing singing and piano 
lessons for pupils across the School.

I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the Governors of Ewell Castle 
School for their significant support 

and diligence over the last year, 
which has been greatly appreciated 
by the Senior Leadership Teams.  
Since March, as well as the usual 
round of full Governors’ meetings, 
they have also met for an additional 
two extraordinary meetings to 
ensure they could advise closely 
on crucial decisions for the benefit 
of the School community, as the 
Coronavirus crisis was developing. 
We are particularly grateful for their 
continuing wisdom and professional 
advice on the full range of School 
life via various sub-committees and 
communications.  

We were very sad to say goodbye to 
Mr Tucker who resigned as Governor 
at the end of August, having joined 
the Board in July 2007.  He brought 
a very rigorous and measured 
approach to this role and when Mr 
Durnford-Smith died suddenly in 
June 2017, Mr Tucker became Chair 
of Governors until Mr Griffith took on 
the role in October 2018.  We wish Mr 
Tucker every good wish for his move 
to Devon.  We are delighted, however, 
to welcome Mrs Hutchinson, as the 
Governor for Safeguarding, from 
January 2021.  Mrs Hutchinson is a 
very experienced teacher and senior 
leader who has worked in a number 
of local independent schools, as well 
as serving as a Chair of Governors at 
the Priory School in Reigate for many 
years. We look forward to introducing 
her to the Ewell Castle community in 
due course.

Our Marketing and Admissions 
Departments have been busy this 
term to ensure that families are able 
to explore the exciting opportunities 
at Ewell Castle as a potential school 
for their children.  In addition to a 
socially distanced Open Day for 
four separate groups of parents 
back in October, individual tours for 
families to the Prep School and a 
recent carefully COVID-orchestrated 
Entrance Test day for the Senior 
School, we have also produced a 
video for each site which can be 
found on the following link: https://
www.ewellcastle.co.uk/admissions/
virtual-tours/.  We are keen to build 
on our growing popularity as first 

choice for local parents and to future-
proof the School for the benefit of 
the whole Ewell Castle community.  
Please do share these videos with 
friends and family.

If you are able to travel abroad this 
holiday, and I know many of us are 
unfortunately not in this position 
this year, please do ensure that you 
observe the Government’s guidelines 
for returning travellers to safeguard 
our School community as we return 
for the new term in January.

Finally, do rest over the Christmas 
period but spare a thought for our 
older students who are preparing 
for mocks (with the real potential for 
their added importance) this January. 
Revision is a bit like Christmas cake: 
keep chipping away, little and often, 
and it will all be finished come the 
new year. 

Wishing you all the very best of 
festive cheer!

Silas Edmonds 
Principal of Ewell Castle School

https://www.ewellcastle.co.uk/admissions/virtual-tours/
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Trapped by Madelyn Fourie

Slow inconsolable creature, not a tortoise, not a sloth
Moving through the doorway and coming to a stop.
The few lines that I whisper in your ear 
Forgotten, but know I am always here.
I look at you and think of the sadness in your eye
So discontent in the shadows but still you lie.
I know you feel the distance between the outside world and you,
But never will you tell the secrets of the truth.
In honesty I guess this appearance is not right.
Your hair is grey and your eyes, they have no light.
Who are you? I cannot bear to decide,
My own reflection is deceptive to the person trapped inside.

KEY STAGE THREE POETRY COMPETITION
We recently ran a Poetry 
Competition for pupils in Years 7, 8 
and 9 and the standard of entries 
was outstanding! The winners were:

Year 7

First place - Ishaan Shanmugam 

Second place - Oliver Lamb

Joint third - Owen Linney & Luca Turi 

Year 8 

First place - Julian Tank 

Second place - Oscar Morris-Almond

Year 9

First place - Madelyn Fourie 

Second place - Eleanor Barnes 

Third place - Kate Macallister

Beneath is Madelyn Fourie’s winning 
poem, which I think you will agree is 
very impressive.

Mrs J Kerry 

YEAR 7 TRIP TO WILD WOOD ADVENTURE AND LASER QUEST
On a lovely, sunny Friday morning, 
all the Year 7s lined up to get on the 
coaches to travel to Guildford and 
then on to Laser Quest. 

Once we got to Wild Wood Adventure, 
we were all put into groups and went 
on the course.  First there were logs 
that hung on a rope and we had to 
jump from one end to the other!  The 
next obstacle was a zipline.  There 
was also rock and net climbing but 
importantly we had put our safety 

protection on, which included a large 
hook to keep us attached.  I really 
enjoyed the activities and had lots of 
fun.

After Wild Wood Adventure, we 
hopped on the coach and went to 
the Big Apple in Woking, where Laser 
Quest is.  It was huge, there were 
all kinds of arcade games where we 
played until we could go to Laser 
Quest.  Laser Quest involved shooting 
the other team (blue team versus the 

red team) however it did not hurt if 
you got shot!  The laser is just a little 
red dot of light that shows up on you 
(as we were playing in the dark) and if 
you got shot, your gun reset itself and 
turned purple for five seconds.

After all that fun, we jumped on the 
coach and returned to School.  It was 
an enjoyable trip; I made new friends 
and would love to return!

Leah Mathew - Year 7
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DRAMA PRODUCTION 
– THE LARK

DRAMA CLUB MAGAZINE REPORT
Our Weekly Drama Club is Serious Fun!

Whilst the Drama Production of ‘The 
Lark’ by Jean Anouilh had to be put 
on hold due to going into the second 
lockdown, we do hope that we will be 
able to put the play on again the same 
time next year.

The cast have been fabulous, and it 
was a shame that we could not go 
on to perform. The pupils however 
learnt a lot about the 100 Years War 
between England and France and 
further to this they learnt about the 
real trial of Joan D’Arc and the legal, 
ecclesiastical and power struggles of 
the period.

Whilst we appreciate a few pupils may 
be leaving the School, we will recast 
these few parts.  So, with fingers 
crossed we all look forward to seeing 
each other face-to-face in November/
December 2021 to enjoy the play.

Mr L Bader-Clynes

Have you ever thought about 
joining Drama Club? It is a fantastic 
opportunity to meet new people 
and learn new skills. It is also one of 
the fastest growing clubs at School, 
going from just a handful of pupils 
last year, to twenty-four regular 
members this year. I have met many 
new friends, which is good because 
we all like the same things – Drama!

The Club takes place every 
Tuesday, in the Castle Hall with Mr 
Waller, supported by the Sixth Form 
Captains of Drama. I guarantee 
that you will all have ‘serious fun’! 
What do I mean by this? This is Mr 
Waller’s way of summarising our 
attitude to the subject, we clearly 

have fun but our attitude to work 
must be serious so we can gain the 
most from what we do. 

We play games such as Splat, Buzzy 
Bees, Look Up, Look Down and 
The Secretary Game? Apart from 
being great fun, these games teach 
the importance of observation and 
awareness, they improve listening 
and concentration skills – all things 
expected from a good drama pupil.

Drama Club is the favourite of all my 
School clubs, and I am proud to say 
that I have never missed a session. 
So, join us for some SERIOUS 
FUN!!

Jaiman Springham - Year 7

LANGUAGES DAY
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HOUSE QUIZ

Castlemaine Essex Raleigh

1. Global Matters 40 40 40

2. Black Lives Matter 25 27 26

3. Lights, Camera, Action 43 39 46

4. Christmas 47 51 34

Total for the Term 155 157 146

Final Placings:

1st Place  -  Essex 2nd Place  -  Castlemaine 3rd Place -  Raleigh

MORE ABLE NEWSLETTER - NOVEMBER 2020
The MAT (More Able & Talented) 
Club have had two sessions per year 
group this term with meetings held 
every Wednesday lunchtime for half 
an hour. I have been so impressed 
by the attendance and enthusiasm 
of all year groups.

The first area of discussion was 
to this year’s Scholars only (as 
the computerised test results and 
teacher nominations were being 
accumulated) – this took the 
shape of understanding Higher 
Order Thinking (HOT). The pupils 
considered questions relating to 
the top three tiers of ‘Bloom’s 
Taxonomy’: Analyse, Evaluate and 
Create, to not only achieve the 
highest grades in their Scholarship 
specialism, and of course their other 
subjects, but also the transferability 
to lifelong learning beyond formal 
education.

The second task set was to complete 
a person-centred plan of the steps 

required to achieve their goals and who 
to enrol to do so (the people you will 
ask to help you). This will be revisited 
in the Summer Term and potentially in 
future years to reflect on the journey 
and adapt as necessary.

This term’s session is taking the ‘HOT’ 
strategies and employing them in 
current affairs topics.

We started by discussing the Black 
Lives Matter movement and protests 
and why it happened, what happened 
next, what might happen in the future 

and what would they like to see 
happen amongst other questions 
that organically formed in debate.

Using this information, the pupils 
were encouraged to ask each 
other High Order Questions about 
a variety of news articles on 
Newsround. The pupil participation 
was fantastic; from debating both 
sides of the Trump/Biden election 
and the potential outcomes in the 
near and distant future, and who 
would be affected; to the newly 
developed Coronavirus vaccine, 
how it could make a difference and 
discussing those who have already 
been affected by it.

Next term we look at Philosophy 
4 Children (P4C) with a choice of 
debating subjects and a suggestion 
of the pupils running their own 
‘Castle Society – Castle Kids’ to 
perform to each other on a subject 
of their choice.

Ms D Carrick
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tutor groups, they were set different 
challenges, working hard to win the 
greatest number of points. 

They all worked well together 
and, by the end of the day, were a 
fantastically integrated group of 
students. The Teambuilding Day 
marked the beginning of what has 
become a wonderful team. Many 
of the students have used the 
experience as a springboard to work 
together and create new initiatives 
and ideas. It is wonderful to see that 
many of those initiatives are being 
run by students who only joined 
us in September and yet have felt 
confident to start up an idea and 
run it themselves. We are lucky that 
we have a wonderfully vibrant and 
innovative group of students; they 
make this Sixth Form a great place 
to be. 

September 2020 saw the largest 
number of external students joining 
Ewell Castle than ever before and so 
it was important that we integrate the 
whole Sixth Form from the beginning. 
With the country coping with Covid, 
any teambuilding exercises seemed 
unlikely. But we are a ‘can do’ Sixth 
Form, and with careful planning, we 
managed to organise a fantastic day 
at Blacklands Farm, East Sussex. 
We were blessed with the weather 
and enjoyed a wonderful day of 
teambuilding exercises where, in their 

A-LEVEL PSYCHOLOGY – AN INSIDER’S VIEW
Psychology is a fascinating discipline 
and many students choose it at 
A-level as it is not a subject that is 
available at GCSE at Ewell Castle 
School. Psychology literally means 
the study of the mind and the School 
follows the AQA syllabus, in order to 
explore this. Areas that we investigate 
include memory, attachment, 
psychopathology, relationships and 
stress. In addition, students get to 
perform their own research as well 
as prepare presentations on areas 
of psychology. Currently, there are 
twenty-four students in Year 12 and 
Year 13 studying it, here are some of 
their comments:

‘Psychology is one of the most 
relevant subjects at the School. It 
deals with multiple topics which are 
commonly seen in the real world 
and people’s everyday life. If you are 
someone who is interested in why 
people do what they do, then I fully 
suggest doing this subject.’

‘Psychology is a great subject if you 
are interested in the mind. It allows 
you to understand how the human 
brain works. It has really helped me 
to empathise with other students 
because I can link their behaviour 
to psychology. I would recommend 
psychology not only because of the 

syllabus but also because of the help 
that the teachers give you. Many 
people think that Psychology will 
allow you to read people’s minds 
– it definitely does not, but it does 
provide you with interesting insights 
into human behaviour.’

Mrs H Cowie

6TH FORM TEAM BUILDING
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS SUMMARY

6TH FORM WAFFLES AND POLITICS

Ewell Castle School’s Model United 
Nations (MUN) of 2020 seemed 
to be widely enjoyed in spite of 
its serious subject matter.  The 
assembly dealt with a crisis of 
slavery in the West African nation 
of Mauritania, a real-life problem, 
worthy of the real-life resolutions 
our Sixth Formers presented. In 
the first week, our newly titled 
delegates showed real competitive 
spirit in their exhaustive writing 
and research, demonstrating the 

their resolutions. 

Despite the formal, and in some 
cases, quite regimented structure 
of the MUN, there was a point 
made to ‘not’ blot out any of the 
more humorous aspects that can 
be extracted from such an event. 
At one time, three whole countries 
withdrew entirely from the United 
Nations, only returning after much 
persuasion from the chair. In a 
surprising turn of events, having 
rescinded their earlier threats of war 
and Armageddon, the delegation 
from The United Kingdom beat any 
opposition with three clear votes 
above the rest. Spearheaded by 
Paddy Hodgson, they presented 
an excellent resolution, and even 
better entertainment with their 
inflammatory antics among the 
assembly. It was a well won war, 
and a well-deserved win.

Ted Boulting Williams - 6th Form

various main news stories, 
including the American election 
and the Brexit deal, from a range 
of newspapers that had different 
political standpoints, including The 
Times, The Daily Mail, and The 
Guardian, alongside waffles and 
coffee provided by the catering 
staff. This was a hugely popular 
club, and we hope to continue it 
into the new year!  

Lucy Crockford - 6th Form

This term, Shiven and I ran ‘Waffles 
and Politics’ (WAP) during Sixth 
Supervised Private Study (SPS) on 
Friday afternoons. We discussed 

benefits of “Knowing thine enemy,” 
in preparation for the next week. 
Heated debate, personal attacks and 
stringent reminders of proper conduct 
underpinned the proceedings of the 
final rounds of debating, allowing the 
members of the sixth form to release 
stress through the verbal brawl that 
is moderated debate. They were also 
given the opportunity to practise the 
art of compromise in the open caucus 
stages, attempting to curry favour 
amongst their peers all in support of 

ECS EXPERIENCE – 
6TH FORM PODCAST

Samraj and I decided to set up the 
first ever ECS Experience Podcast 
this year. Through a lot of hard work 
and much technical help from Michael 
Akin, we produced three episodes 
with another two being edited in the 
first half of next term.  Our podcast 
covers various themes, discussing a 
wide range of topics including School 
politics, existential questions and 
men’s mental health.  We felt being tied 
to one theme restricted us creatively 
and therefore we aimed to discuss 
many different topics depending on our 
guest.  A massive thanks to Mr White 
for being the first guest; both Heads 
of Year 6 for recording and helping to 
set up the project and Patrick Alford 
(Head Boy) for being our guest in the 
latest episode.  We are looking forward 
to many new episodes in the new year.

Samraj Mahal and Patrick 
Hodgson - 6th Form
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH BRONZE AND SILVER TRAINING
Sadly, all the outdoor Duke of 
Edinburgh activities over the 
Summer Term had to be postponed.  
However, upon our return in 
September we embarked on as 
much outdoor expedition training 
as we could.

We have a strong Silver contingent 
and they practised their map 
reading training in the Leith Hill 
area.  One or two skills had got a bit 
rusty but overall, the standard was 
high and lessons were learnt. 

Not to be outdone, the Bronze 
candidates had a full training 
weekend at the end of September.  
They completed a day of training 
on the School site, focussing on 
map reading, cooking, road safety 
and campcraft.  This was followed 
by a one-day walk on Banstead 
Common where they practised their 
map reading skills.  The learning 

curve was a steep one and we very 
pleased with the results.

From my point of view, the important 
thing was seeing our pupils out in 
the open, working together and 
learning new skills.  It was a clear 
demonstration by pupils and staff that 
we are going to crack this disease, 
do the best we can on the meantime 
and ultimately get back to where we 
should be. 

On a positive note, pupils have 
been making the most of their other 
activities.  There were plenty of things 
that can be done over lock down and I 
have assessed many activities - often 
the best ones were home-based.  
In the past, the traditional cooking 
project has been the poor relation 
of the Award.  However, during lock 
down, pupils were really throwing 
themselves into fantastic cooking 
projects where they learnt new skills. 

Service has been more difficult to 
complete but we are launching a 
new scheme to improve the School 
environment focussing on litter 
collecting, gardening and mass 
planting of bulbs. 

I have expeditions planned for the 
Spring and Summer Terms and 
my firm intention is to make these 
happen.

Mr J Blencowe
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CHARITABLE WORKS COMMITTEE UPDATE
Daisy the Horse – Diamond Riding 
Centre -  
http://www.diamondcentre.org.uk/

Ewell Castle School are sponsoring 
Daisy the horse! Former pupil 
Dominic Hutton has volunteered at 
the Diamond Centre for five years 
and asked if our Charitable Works 
Committee would support this 
wonderful facility and we were only 
too pleased to help.  Daisy is loved 
by many riders at the Diamond Centre 
and has a very laid-back approach to 
life!  It is hoped that pupils will visit 
Daisy and consider volunteering at 
The Diamond Centre.

Buses4Homeless.org

Buses4Homeless is a low cost, 
holistic solution to homelessness. The 
charity refurbishes decommissioned 
buses into spaces for eating, 
sleeping, wellbeing and learning in 
order to re-engage homeless people 
back into the community.  To find out 
more, click to view the video here 
https://youtu.be/HdX5PkzxImU.  
We were delighted to support Dan 
Atkins and his team with money from 
October’s Mufti Day.

Toilet Twinning -  
https://www.toilettwinning.org/

We have managed to raise enough 
money to ‘toilet twin’ with four 
projects in Malawi. There are photos 
up around the School showing the 
twinning toilets.  

Children’s Trust, Tadworth - 
https://www.thechildrenstrust.org.uk/

Every year we collect Easter Eggs 
for the Children’s Trust Easter Fair. 
This year the fair was cancelled so 
we donated the eggs collected to 
the children and staff at the Trust. 
We were also able to send them a 
cheque for £1700!

Bra Bank -  
https://www.againstbreastcancer.
org.uk/recycling/bra-recycling/

Some of the Sixth Form girls wanted 
to raise awareness breast cancer and 
we have been collecting bras this 
term. It has been tricky doing this 
during lockdown, but staff and pupils 
have been adding to the collection 
and will have a final collection after 
Christmas and then will send them to 
the bra bank. 

Epsom and Ewell Foodbank-
Digital Inclusion Programme - 
https://epsomewell.foodbank.org.uk

Every year we collect items for Epsom 
and Ewell Foodbank. This year they 
asked us to help support their Digital 
Inclusion Programme as fifteen 
per cent of Surrey families have no 
access to a device for home learning. 
We have been raising money in order 
to purchase six new laptops for 
them. They are also collecting used 
laptops if any member of the School 
community would like to donate one.

REMEMBRANCE DAY
The Senior School remembering 
the Fallen.

http://www.diamondcentre.org.uk/
http://Buses4Homeless.org
https://youtu.be/HdX5PkzxImU
https://www.toilettwinning.org/
https://www.thechildrenstrust.org.uk/
https://www.againstbreastcancer.org.uk/recycling/bra-recycling/
https://www.againstbreastcancer.org.uk/recycling/bra-recycling/
https://epsomewell.foodbank.org.uk
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OLD EWELLIANS - JOSH MILLER
My name is Joshua Miller and 
I left Ewell Castle in 2017, after 
completing A-levels in IT, Business 
Studies and Drama.  I am currently 
a Construction Site Manager on 
a £130million project based in 
Wembley. Alongside my job I am 
studying, part-time at the University 
of Greenwich for a Degree in 
Construction Management. 

When I get any spare time, I 
enjoy volunteering with St John 
Ambulance as a First Aider, and 
District New Volunteers Officer. 
Normally you would find St John 
Ambulance supporting International 
sport stadiums, local community 
events (including Ewell Castle 
Sports events and Fireworks!) or 
providing life-saving skills to the 
general public. However, like many 
things this year, COVID-19 has 
changed the way in which we are 
able to operate. 

Since the first lockdown, myself 
and the other volunteers have been 
working for the NHS to allow vital 
services to continue running. This 
has included caring for patients in 
Emergency Departments, staffing 
front line ambulances and mobile 
treatment centres around the 
country, helping at test sites and 
moving equipment and supplies 
between different NHS trusts. Most 
recently, it has been announced 

that St John Ambulance will be 
leading the Vaccination programme. 
I am proud of all the volunteers who 
have been going above and beyond, 
while still upholding day jobs to help 
fight this virus when the country is at 
a time of need. 

The biggest threat the charity is 
currently facing is the huge financial 
pressures St John are under. Usually, 
the charity is funded through the 
training classes and a multitude of 
events covered by volunteers. The 
lack of such events means services 
could terminate, supplies could run 

out and there has been discussion 
on the charity closing for good. 
The charity is now relying heavily 
on donations from companies and 
members of the public to ensure St 
John’s life-saving work and training 
can continue. We still have so much 
vital work to do, if you would like to 
find out more about the incredible 
work done by the charity & its 
members, or are able to make a 
small contribution please visit  
https://www.sja.org.uk/ .

Mr J Miller,  
Old Ewellian 2008-2017

CHRISTMAS CAROL 
SERVICE
Our festive Carol Service was held 
online this year however it still 
proved to be a wonderful event.  The 
full service can be viewed by clicking 
on https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2oSsWkWkpHw&feature 
=youtu.be

https://www.sja.org.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oSsWkWkpHw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oSsWkWkpHw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oSsWkWkpHw&feature=youtu.be


BLACK HISTORY 
MONTH
This year the Senior School 
participated in a wide range 
of activities to celebrate Black 
History month. The theme centred 
around black Britons. Every day 
featured a different black hero 
and highlighted their life, giving a 
little insight into the contribution 
made to our British heritage and 
culture by many sung and ‘unsung 
heroes’. A quiz, two competitions 
and many other activities were 
organised across the School 
in lessons and assemblies. We 
were also privileged to be able to 
interview the Emeritus Professor 
Dame Elizabeth Anionwu who 
features on the list of the top 100 
Great Black Britons and is Life 
Patron of the Mary Seacole Trust. 

This was Ewell Castle’s first Black 
History Month celebration, and 
we will surely hope to repeat the 
learning, buzz, and excitement 
again next year.

Mrs V Ikwuemesi
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AUTUMN TERM 
STAFF FUNDRAISING
During these difficult times, many 
of our staff have gone above and 
beyond to raise much needed funds 
for a range of charities.  Here is a 
taster of some who have smashed 
their targets!  Well done to you all and 
a huge thank you to staff, parents and 
pupils who helped by donating.

A normal London Marathon would 
be tough for most people, but to run 
it ‘virtually’ in lock down made it an 
additional challenge.  We are very 
proud of our English Coordinator, Mrs 
Kerry, who ran the ‘virtual’ marathon, 
raising over £3000 for the wonderful 
Princess Alice Hospice, in memory of 
her mother. https://www.justgiving.
com/fundraising/joanna-kerry-2020

Chemistry Teacher - Mr Hall, spent 
48-hours in his car to raise money 
and awareness for the Royal National 
Lifeboat Institution. He raised more 
than double his £500 target! https://
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
tom-hall29.

Our Head of Pyschology, Mr D’Souza 
grew a moustache to raise funds for 
the charity Movember! The charity 
raises awareness of men’s health and 
funds many valuable projects and 
is a charity close to Mr D’Souza’s 
heart. We’re pleased to announce 
that he has well surpassed his £1000 
target!!  https://uk.movember.com/
mospace/10232557

Several other teachers took part 
in Movember, these included: Mr 
Watkinson, Mr Nugteren, Mr Manley, 
Mr Stone and Mr Brooks.  Matthew 
Garner in Year 13 also took part.  Well 
done everyone!  https://uk.movember.
com/mospace/14423409

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/joanna-kerry-2020
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/joanna-kerry-2020
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tom-hall29
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tom-hall29
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tom-hall29
https://uk.movember.com/mospace/10232557
https://uk.movember.com/mospace/10232557
https://uk.movember.com/mospace/14423409
https://uk.movember.com/mospace/14423409


ARTIST OF THE TERM - AUTUMN TERM

Abby Schunter - Year 7 Alfie Gunson - Year 7
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Liv Barfoot Saunt - Year 8 Joel Franey - Year 8

Faye Sanders - Year 9 Alana Maloney - Year 9
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Evie - Year 11

Jasmine - Year 11

Ella-Louise Collett - Year 10

Jack Dempsey - 6th Form

Cassian Short - Year 10
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2019-20 CAPTAIN OF ART -  
ZACHARY RAPINET 
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KEEP MUSIC GOING WITH FITZNELLS
You can keep your love of music 
going after School – or learn a new 
instrument – with Fitznells Music & 
Drama Centre.

Throughout lockdown, Fitznells 
teachers have been operating online 
but we will be back in full swing next 
term, after school and on Saturdays 
at Ewell Castle School.  Beginners 
can learn the basics and build their 
love for music with our percussion 
classes, starting at age 3. The 
School also offers group singing 
opportunities for youngsters in our 
Starlets Choir and adults in our Divas 
Ladies’ Choir.

For those looking to take up a new 
instrument, or take their learning to 
the next level, we offer lessons in 
brass, woodwind, percussion, piano, 

guitar and singing. Next term, as a 
special offer, our brass teacher will 
be offering four free trial lessons to 
anyone wanting to try out the trumpet 
or trombone.

Finally, for those looking for more 
performance opportunities, Fitznells 
runs an annual summer Musical 
Theatre Workshop, Grade 5 Theory 
Crash Course and at least two 
concerts for pupils and teachers.

For more information email 
fitznellsmusic@gmail.com. 

STUDENT COUNCIL NEWSLETTER - NOVEMBER 2020 
This academic year the Student 
Council has taken a different 
shape whereby each year group 
has their own meeting. The Form 
Representatives that have been 
nominated voice their tutor groups’ 
‘What Went Well’ and ‘Even Better 
If’.        

Some items that have come up are: 
the extension of the ‘Black Lives 
Matter’ movement from October 
to all other months in the year – 
this is now a focus in all subjects’ 
termly schemes of work so that 
will be replicated in lessons; the 
addition of more benches and a 
gym (perhaps a future fundraising 
option?) and sports equipment, 
which should be underway for 
breaktimes and lunchtimes in 2021! 
There has been discussion on the 
return of after School clubs which 
have been more restricted due to 
the limitations of Coronavirus but 
a new programme of activities is 
being put together for the new year 
so more might be available next 
term.

The pupils have shared their 
celebrations of the School too: 

other forms of assessment for 
learning but with Coronavirus, this 
is currently more limited. Year 9 
mentioned it would be useful to get 
more guidance on ‘next steps’. 

Year 8s suggested that there 
should be sets in all subjects. 
It was counter-balanced that 
research has proven mixed ability 
sets produce better results (The 
Education Endowment Foundation 
on TES.com) but it is a debated 
area! 

When asked about what challenge 
meant to them, Year 7 said “where 
you put your mind and brain power 
and effort in but it’s doable, like the 
beep test in PE” or in a Year 9s’ 
words “homework that makes you 
think….even when you’re tired”. 
Some insightful considerations 
with more thoughts from KS4 and 
5 next time. 

For more information and dates 
check the Student Council board. 

Ms D Carrick

lunches are a good way to meet with 
lots of friends! 

In addition to the ‘WWW’s’ and the 
‘EBI’s’, their attention was drawn to 
recognising what ‘challenge’ is in 
lessons. Overall, the pupils (Years 
7-10 so far) have been very positive 
with availability for extension tasks 
in most cases and that the ‘pace’ 
is good.  There are very few times 
when there isn’t anything to do as 
it’s challenging from the off…or the 
teacher will say “this is harder” or the 
extension tasks are “on the board” 
– Year 7. Some pupils would like to 
know what the extension tasks are in 
advance, this does happen in some 
subjects.  There was mention of more 
opportunity for collaborative tasks 
(Year 8) although Year 7 say there is 
plenty and Year 10 are happy with 
the amount. In Year 9 it was noted 
they had more collaborative tasks in 
certain subjects like the Arts.

In terms of peer, self and teaching 
assessment opportunities, all year 
groups preferred teacher assessment 
“Teachers tell you what to improve 
on” (Year 9)…”especially in essays” 
(Year 10). There is a chance for 

mailto:fitznellsmusic@gmail.com
http://TES.com
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Even without our usual sports fixtures, sport has continued to play an important part in our weekly timetable.

SPORT

BOYS RUGBY



Ewell Castle School 
Church Street, Ewell, Surrey KT17 2AW

020 8393 1413         www.ewellcastle.co.uk

@EwellCastleUK

GIRLS RUGBY

NETBALL

http://www.ewellcastle.co.uk



